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Introduction:  

 

The Donelson Journal has long been of special interest to those who study 

Tennessee history, as it purports to be a firsthand account of a planned river journey to 

found the first permanent settlement to the west of the Appalachians – 200 miles further 

west than previous settlements. The authenticity of the journal has recently been called 

into question, and may actually have been written long after the actual trip to Nashville. 

The document proclaims to be the “Journal of a voyage intended by God’s permission in 

the good boat Adventure from Fort Patrick Henry on Holston River to the French Salt 

Springs on Cumberland River, kept by John DONELSON,” but a recent article in the 

Tennessee Historical Quarterly by Paul Clements argues that it is much more likely that 

the journal was written by Donelson’s son.  

The journey down the river was dangerous and involved tense encounters with 

Native Americans, physical dangers, inclement weather, and other hazards. Numerous 

casualties occurred during the journey, including the death of a young baby that was lost 

overboard during an altercation with Native Americans. Food was scarce, but the group 

survived by hunting animals, usually buffalo, and on one occasion, a swan, which was 

deemed “very delicious.” The travelers frequently interacted with Native Americans, 

some of whom were friendly and others who were hostile. They even worked with a so-

called “half-breed” (part Indian, part white) named Archy Coody who guided them (and 

led them into an ambush) during a portion of their journey.      

  The best scholarly interpretation of their journey was written in 1960 by 

Harriette Simpson Arnow in her book Seedtime on the Cumberland. In it she considers 

the inexperienced leadership of Donelson and Robertson and the many misfortunes that 

befell them during the trip. Arnow asserts that those who made the trip overland at the 

same time “actually did the hard and ugly work” of establishing a permanent settlement 

in Middle Tennessee, although the story of the dramatic river journey has long captured 

the imagination of those who have come across the Donelson Journal.  

 


